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JOB HAZARD ANALYSIS
(JHA)
Restroom cores
Job Site

Date

STEPS

Operation

HAZARD

SAFE JOB PROCEDURE

Break job down into basic steps:
1) Observing job
2) Discussing with operator
3) Your own knowledge of job
requirements

For each job ask yourself what
kinds of accidents could happen to
the operator during each step?

For each potential hazard, ask yourself
how should the operator proceed to
avoid injury or what the can the operator
do to reduce the hazard. Number each
step. When this column is completed
ask yourself if there is a more efficient
way to do the job. Consider different
tools, equipment, materials, methods.

Demo within bathroom cores as applicable.
Lead in Construction Standards. Site specific
Lead plan to follow.

Unknown conditions. Lead present in wall tiles.
Live utilities. Insulation, water, drains, pipes.
Uneven surfaces, heavy bulky items. Sharp
edges/ items. Falling, flying debris, dust, noise,
back strain, trips, slips and pinches. Small hand
tools in use. Ride on's and other equipment in
use.

All PPE's in use including face shields as applicable.
Lead in construction procedures. Stretch and flex
prior to staring tasks. Visually inspect that all MEP
items are identified, laid out, air gapped and
properly safed off. Pre task plan with MEP trades.
Visually inspect that all MEP items are identified,
laid out, air gapped and properly safed off

following established identification protocol. RED=
NO DEMO. GREEN = DEMO. Use help when lifting,
lowering or moving heavy items. Qualified
operators on Bobcats and scissor lifts. Daily
inspections of small tools, cords, and equipment.
Cordon off work area(s), keep unauthorized
personnel out. Make eye contact with others PRIOR

to any movement. Proper communication. Hepa
filters in use for air flow. Use water misting to help
control the spread of dust. Be aware of your
surroundings and capabilities. Stay hydrated. Pre
task plan.

This JHA has been translated in
Spanish by:

Acknowledgment (signatures) of all employees and supervisors on site

